Only in Seville: All reviews
Nigel Norman (a reader):
“Only In Seville” is an invaluable companion on any trip to this beautiful city. The
detailed research provided by Duncan J. D. Smith on hidden corners and unique
locations is astounding. The book is slim enough to pack in a jacket pocket as you
stroll around but is packed with detail and historical background on a wide range of
topics. I'm going to start with the Tapas bars on page 72 and use the cleverly
designed map on the inside cover to really get to know Seville. Highly
recommended!
A reader (www.amazon.co.uk):
This was a fabulous book to have in Seville. We knew all the 'main' places we wanted
to visit, but this book took us round all sorts of back streets and alleys – literally! We
found simply loads and loads of really interesting places that were just slightly off
the beaten track. It enriched our visit enormously. The book was a mine of
information too. We were in Seville for a week, walked about 50 miles, cycled about
12 miles, and never ran out of things to do, places to visit. As the week went by I
ticked off the 'sites' mentioned in the book, completing the task on the flight home. I
think I'll be planning my next city visit based on other books in the same series!
Joe Segar (a reader):
Another splendid and insightful guide from the highly articulate Duncan JD Smith. His
depth and perspective on this beautiful city delivered for us a remarkable 3 day stay.
We bathed in the history, architecture and culture like lizards in the morning sun.
The glory of the Alcazar was breathtaking and our delve into the authentic tapas,
flamenco and colour is etched on our psyches forever. Thank you most generously
Mr. Smith.
World History Insider Magazine:
A joy to anyone who is interested in discovering the unique locations and hidden
corners that make up the history of a city.

